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a short-termtestturningonfrom1750V.(Duringnormal
operation,theturn-on
voltage wouldnotexceed
1100or
1200 V and would usually be about 300 V.) This test was of
1-min duration with the junction temperature 105°C.
at
Table I11 shows a more complete picture of the latest dildt
tests and show, for example, that device type 4 is more robust
than the type 3 devices. Letters A , B , C, and D denote subtype device variations which, like the design theory and design
details, will be dealt with in a later paper. From this table
it
wouldbetempting
to rate the deviceatthese di/dt values.
However, the test is a stress test and 160 Alps at 1750 V for
1 min must be reducedto smaller ratings for continuous operation.Forexample,witha
device ofthistypeonemight
expect 80 hof safe operationturningonfrom1200Vat
100 Alps or 12 years turning on from 800 V at a dildt of
75 Alps.
VI. CONCLUSION
A series of light-fired devices has evolved with EPRI support.
Theserange fromthe EPRI-GE1 tothe EPRI-GE4. All of
these devices retained the 20OO=V/psdV/dt, the low forward
drop, the blocking voltage (2600 V), and the current rating
(1000 A) of the original electrically fired device. These
devices have all had at least two amplifying stages to achieve
safe turn-onfromatypical
incidentgate photo energyof
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30 nJ.Experimental results andturn-on modelscapableof
incorporating amplifying stage characleristics have led to improved designs from the GE1 with its poor high-temperature
turn-on capability tothe
GE4which
rivals its electrical
counterpart despite a 6 to 1 initial turn-on line disadvantage
and a 100 to 1 smaller input gate ene.rgy.These results indicate that aone-for-one replacementof electrically fired devices
and their costly and high parts content
firing systems with a
direct light-fired device is at least technically feasible at voltages up to 2600 V. Further work is being carried out to investigate total system cost factors and possible
suitability at
higher voltages.
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n-Channel MOS Transistors in
Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride
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Abstract-n-channel MOS transistors operating at77 K have been
realized in Hg0.,1Cd0,2~,Te with ion-implanted source and drain junctions. Enhancement-mode transistors were made with evaporated ZnS
as a gate insulator, and depletion-mode transistors were made using a
native oxide of mercury-cadmium-telluride. The devices exhibit surface mobility ashighas 1.5 X lo4 cm2 * V-’ s-’.
Current-voltage
characteristics and capacitance-voltage data are presented and
analyzed.
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INTRODUCTION

T

HEMONOLITHICAPPROACH [ l ] to infrared imaging
hasmotivatedresearchon
active electron devices in
narrow-bandgap semiconductors. Significant progress has been
madeinrecentyearsinthetechnology
of the adjustablebandgap semiconductor Hg,-,Cd,Te [2]. Photovoltaic quantumdetectors [3], [4] andcharge-coupled devices (CCDs)
[5] have been made in addition to the more common photoconductors. The MOS transistor is a devicesui.table for inte-
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Fig. 1. Mercury-cadmium-telluride MOS transistor structure.

gration with photodiodes, and it has potential uses for signal
switching and CCD interfacing [6].
This work describes experimental n-channel Hg,-,Cd,Te
MOS transistors withion-implantedjunctions.
Hg,-,Cd,Te
is a compound semiconductor [7], Forthe composition
x = 0.29 the bandgap at 77 K is 0.235 eV. This material is
useful for detection of infrared radiation in the 3-5-pm spectral range. The band structure is asymmetric and leads to a
very high electron-to-hole mobility ratio, of the order of 150.
The bulk electronmobility is typically 3 X lo4 cm2 V-' * s-l
at. 77 K. Two types of transistors have been realized, utilizing
different materials forthe
gate insulator:depletion-mode
deviceswere madewith native oxideof Hg,-,Cd,Te, characterized by a positive interface charge density Q,Jq of the

DEVICE STRUCTURE
Thetransistors are made ofsingle-crystal p-type Hgo.71 *
Cd,,,Te
with holeconcentration of about 5 X 10'' ~ m determined by native defects. Fig. 1 illustrates the device
structure, Source and drain n-type regions are formed by ion
implantationofboron.
Conversion to n-type iscaused by
implantation damage, thus the identity and dose of the implanted species are not very significant [8]. The gate insulator
is either anodic oxide of Hg, -,Cd,Te
or a thin layer of ZnS.
Field insulation and surface passivation outside the active gate
region are provided by thick ZnS. Indium metallization serves
for contacting the implanted areas and forms the metal gate.
A rear-side gold contact is used as the bulk terminal.
DEPLETION-MODE
MOS TRANSISTORS
Current-voltage characteristics of a transistor with native
oxide gate insulator are shown in Fig. 2. The device displays
classical MOS characteristics with clear ohmic and saturation
regions. For each gate voltage V , S , thecurrent begins 'to
saturateat
a drain voltage VD,,* = V& - VT, where the
threshold voltage V, is about - 1.5 V. In Fig. 2(c), the ohmicregion current IDS is plotted versus gate voltage for VDS= 40
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with a threshold-voltage intercept of - 1.31 V. Thds v,alu.ecorresponds to a flat-band voltage VFB = VT - 2$F -. QItICOxof
- 1.75 V, indicating the presence of a positive interfacia: charge
of approximately

This is in agreement with values observed by other methods
[IO], [ 111. In the above we have neglected the effect of I$,~s,
the metal-semiconductor work function difference, ;since the
effect of the large interface charge is predominant [lO]. From
the slope AIDg/AV& at lowcurrentsanelectronmobility
p* at the surface of 1.5 X lo4 cm2 V-' s-l is cdculated.
This value is 30-50 percent of the electron mobility in bulk
material of the same composition [7]. The device h characterized by a very high gain parameter Po = Co,p* = 2 X
A * V-' , due to the high dielectric constant of the oxide

-
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Fig. 4. C-V characteristics of MOS capacitor with 820-8 anodic oxide
on f-type Hgo.,,Cdo,29Te. NA = j . 5 )( 10l6 ~ m - A~ =, 1.024 X
10- cm2, T = 77 K,f = 1 MHz.

as shownin Fig. 2(a). Thebreakdownvoltage behaves approximately as BV= BV,t mVG, with m = 2J3 [ 9 ] . In some
devices, photocurrent multiplication wasobserved whenthe
junction was operated as a reversed-biased photodiode. Devices made on substrates with higher impurity concentrations
(NA 3 10l6 ~ m - ~exhibit
)
softbreakdownatlower
bias,
especially at gate voltages which cause both accumulation on
the p-type surface and inversion of the surface of the n-type
implanted regions. Such transistors are limitedinoperating
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
voltages by tunneling of electrons from the valence band of
(Bulk - source voltage I"* [V'* 1
the inversion layer to the conduction band of the n-type im(b)
Fig. 3. Drain current versus gate voltage for depletion-mode transistor planted layer [SI,
The interface charge Qss and the surface state density nss
with Z = 172 Gm, L = 80 pm, Cox = 1.73 X lo-, F . cm+, to, =
1000 8,eOX = 20, NA = 3.8 X lOI5 ~ m - at
~77
, K. (a)Ohmic
under the gate region were determined using MIS capacitors
region characteristics for bulk-source biasesVBS = 0, -10, -50,-110,
by established C- V techniques. High-frequency C- V data for
-150, -200, and -250 mV. (b) Threshold voltages obtained from the
the indium-native oxide-Hg,,,Cd0.29
Te MIS structure are
intercepts of (a) plotted versus VBS, exhibitingtheeffectofthe
depletion charge QB.
presented in Fig, 4. The flat-band voltage is -0.98 V, corresponding to a fixed interface charge density of approximately
(eox = 20) 1121 and the high effective mobility.Inthe
1.3 X 10" cm-', in good agreement with. measured transistor
saturation region, the current is proportional to (VGS- V T ) ~ ,threshold voltage. The measured hysteresis is caused by trapping of minority carriers at the interface. The hysteresis shift
as expected from simplified theory[9].
A more exact analysis is given in Fig. 3 for a similar device. in flat-band voltageAVFB corresponds to a trap density of
Drain current IDS in the ohmicregion was recordedversus
C o x A V ~- ~2.17 X lo-, X 0.088
gate voltage VGSfor several values of bulk-source reverse bias
NSt =
1.6 x 1 0 - 1 9
4
Vns. By extrapolation of thecurves to zerocurrent,the
threshold voltage is obtained for each value of VBS. The data
= 1.6 X 10" cm-'.
(4)
fit the relation [9]
When the gate bias swing is reduced,thehysteresis
loop
shrinks, indicating a reduction in trapping, The number of fast
surface states is found from, the slope of the C- Vcurve in comparisonwith the ideal curve, by thedifferentiationmethod
(3) 1131, i.e.,
with V T ~= - 1.854 V and K = 0.322. The theoretical value of
theconstant K, calculated using the device parameters, is
0.245. This dependence represents the effect of the depletion
charge QB, induced by V ~ Son, 'the threshold. The effective
mobility is calculated from the slope of these curves, and is of
the order of 8.2 X IO3 cm2 V-' * s-l. It is seen that the increased normal surface field due to VBs causes a decrease in
surface mobility.
The midgap surface state density must be calculated from the
Electrical breakdown of the drain-bulk junction occurs at a slopes at GS = $F. In this neighborhood, the measured curve
reverse bias of about 1.4 V, and is affectedby the gate voltage, is fairly parallel to the ideal curve, so that the differentiation
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77K

Fig. 5. I-V characteristics of n-channel Hg,,,Cd,,,Te
MOS transistor
R . ~= 0. Device
with ZnS gateinsulator,measured at77 K witk V-_
parameters: Z = 200 Mm, L = 60 @m,NA= 3.3 x IOi5 cm-3, CZnS =
2.3 X
F cm-', fZnS = 2890 A, eZnS = 7.5. Gatevoltagesare
0,0.5,1,1.5,-*.,4.5v.

method is not sufficiently accurate, but it may be safely concluded that the fast state density is less than 5 X 10" cm-2 *
eV-' at midgap. Moving frommidgaptowards the valence
band (i.e., towards flat band and accumulation) the deviation
in slope between the measured and the ideal curve increases
continuously, yielding surface-state densities in the range 10l2
to 1013 cm-2 eV-', The total number
of fast states in the
lower half of the bandgap is at least AV#,CoX/q 1.5 X 10"
cmq2, where A&, is the extra gate voltage required t o reach
accumulation from midgap. Information about the upper side
of the bandgap (q5, > @F) cannot be obtained from this curve;
analysis of high-frequency C-V plots on n-type samples leads
tothe same conclusionsconcerningtheupper
half of the
energy gap. Similarresults,calculated
from low-frequency
C-V methods, have previously beenreported for this interface [lo], [ I l l .
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Fig. 6. Drain current versus gate voltage for the device of Fig. 5, measured at 77 K with V D ~= 20 mV, for various values of bulk-source
ENHANCEMENT-MODE
MOS TRANSISTORS
bias V B ~ . (a) Low-currrentregion. /.t* = 14 000 cm2 V-I s-l. (b)
The characteristics of a transistor with ZnS gate insulator are High-cunent region, showing pronounced hysteresis and decrease of
mobility with electric field.
shownin Figs. 5 and 6. The measured gatecapacitance is

2.3 X
Fcm-2.
Using a value of7.5forthedielectric
constant of ZnS at liquidnitrogentemperature
[ 141, the
thicknessoftheevaporated
ZnS filmis
calculated to be
2890 A. The lower gate capacitance causes the transistor to
have a lower transconductance in comparison with the anodic
oxide device and saturation is reached at drain voltages lower
than VGS - V,, due to thedepletion-layer charge QB (body
effect). We have verified thatthesecharacteristicsfitthe
classical MOS model [151
IDS = coxp*

xZ {
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~ + 2@~)"']

.

(6)

At high gate voltages p* should be modified in (6) to account
forthereductioninsurfacemobilityduetoverticalfield,
which is clearly observed in Fig. 6 . The threshold voltage is
50 mV, indicating a low-interface charge density of the order
of 10" cm-'. Incontrastwiththeanodicoxideinterface

charge, which causes stronginversion,this
charge is not
sufficient to cause inversion, and hence the surfaceis depleted
to some extent (Q,,/q = +lo" cm-2 < QB/q= 2 X IO" cm-2
for bS = 2 @ F ,N B = lox6~ m - ~ ) .
Thecharacteristics of Fig. 6 exhibithysteresis.
This is
caused byelectrontrappingattheinterface.
The hysteresis
is pronounced at high gate voltages and at reverse source-bulk
bias V's. The effect is accompanied by a reduction of surface
mobility, as can be seen from the slopes of Fig. 6 . Also evident in Fig. 6 is the increase in threshold voltage caused by
reverse bulk-source voltages.
The transistorparametersdescribed
above are consistent
with C-V data for an MOS capacitor with about 2250-8 ZnS
insulation, shown in Fig. 7. The C-V curve exhibits a hysteresis width of about 0.5 V, corresponding to a trap density of
about 10" cm-2. This is not the total number of traps, since
the width of the hysteresis loop may be increased by applying
alarger-amplitude bias sweep. Thesurface isseen to be
depletedatzero voltage. It is impossible tolocatetheflatband voltage, since it depends on trap occupancy. The difference in slopes between the measured and the ideal curves gives
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fast state densities in the order of 10”cm-2
eV-’near
midgap,anda total of at least 10” cm-2 states throughout
the energy gap.
C!ONCLUSION
Insummary, we have shownthe feasibility of high-transconductance MOS transistors in Hg, -,Cd,Te.
Both ZnS and
anodicoxide have goodinterfaceswith
Hgl-,Cd,Te.
The
higher dielectric constant of theanodicoxideallowsthe
inversion charge to be induced at lowerelectric field, so that the
effects of surfacestatesandtraps
are diminished.Themain
drawback of the native oxide device is the fixed positive interfacechargewhichformsaconductingchannel
atzero gate
voltage, thus creating circuit complications if on/off switching
is required. Many aspects of the devices, such as noise, remain
yet to be studied.
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